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Abstract 

In the study of Brahms's piano works, we find that his style, harmony and materials all 
reflect a strong and thick sense of nationality. Playing his works requires not only superb 
technical training, but also a review of his personal style and creative background. 
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1. Introduction 

“Piano Concerto No. 2 in B Flat Major Op.83” is divided into four movements. As a complete 
sonata, the first movement is more expressive of piano skill and symphonic than the other 
movements. The movement is well-conceived and well-structured, with an epic breadth. 

The first movement is “Allegro ma non troppo”, B flat major, 4/4 beat, sonata. Traditional 
double display part. The first part is played by the orchestra. This movement is thick and 
powerful, with Brahms style. The theme motivation throughout the movement is introduced by 
the powerful horn and echoed by the piano. The piano under the orchestra's concerto is 
sometimes gentle and graceful, sometimes warm and magnificent. There are many climaxes in 
the music. The piano and the orchestra complement each other. Sometimes, there are silent 
solo splendor, ominous pause, the theme full of brilliance and vitality repeatedly appears, and 
sometimes there is a heroic March. There are many ways to deal with this movement which are 
quite different from the Classical Concerto. The first theme is motivated by the French horn 
playing a loud phrase at the beginning of the movement. 

2. Main Body 

 
Figure 1 Music Score Example 1 

 

[1] At the beginning of the music, the horn is used as an introduction to play a short sentence 
of the general outline of the first theme. After a pause, the short progress is described from 
another angle, and then it is unfolded. The music is implicit and magnanimous. The extension 
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of the beginning mode of the movement seems to be more similar to Beethoven's "emperor" 
Concerto. Music seems to come from afar, serene but with a sense of breath. 

[2] The piano postpones a bar to catch up, like the shadow of imitation, flute voice development. 
While playing harmony, it also highlights dig in the treble part. Although the music entered in a 
quiet form at the beginning, there seemed to be a forward surging emotion in the melody. 

[11] Here immediately interspersed with a colorful segment of the piano, in the interval of the 
French horn statement, the rolling arpeggio repeated, setting off the scene of jubilation and 
noise. After that, it is an exciting performance in the form of colorful music. In this performance, 
the performer should not only master the rhythm, but also use the excitement in his heart to 
drive the big phrase. Pay attention to the harmony and make it sound thick. The band developed 
the theme elements and formed a strong heroic mood. From here, Brahms used a different way 
of composition than the traditional way. The piano is not a solo instrument here. It plays a 
decorative role for the melody of the band in the process of arpeggio. Players here should pay 
more attention to the fullness and thickness of timbre, try to relax the arm, so that the music 
sounds more spectacular. 

[29]In the band part, the main part of the first presentation part is reproduced in the way of 
strengthening harmony. The author repeatedly displays the outstanding stress (ben marc), 
which is very magnificent. 

 

 
Figure 2 Music Score Example 2 

 

[68] The piano solo entered and pushed it to another high point with the momentum of octave 
interval. The pedal played a foil effect here, but the melody still enhanced the harmony effect 
on the basis of the first theme, and promoted the development of the whole heroism emotion 
by the way of the rising chord. The overall strength is also maintained at FF. It is recommended 
to step on the pedal once on a connecting line. 

 

 
Figure 3 Music Score Example 3 
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[73] The auxiliary part of the movement appears in the form of lyric temperament and soft and 
beautiful as a song, which also constitutes an important part of the movement. When it reaches 
its climax, the melody enters F major, adding a sense of stability. The band enters affectionately 
and expressively at this moment, forming a strong contrast with the front. The piano part 
immediately quieted down and remained in dolce mood. Here, players need to stick keys to play, 
try to connect sentences together, and pay attention to the direction of sentences. Emotional 
should have romantic color, pay attention to rhythm, but not lose feelings. 

[104]The emotions are still expressed and dolce. The band echoes with the piano to reproduce 
the theme. The band accentuates the bass by means of trills, while the piano makes the melody 
more romantic and the whole harmony plumper by decomposing chords. 

[118]The left hand enters in the form of a triple homophonic jump, with a beautiful melody. The 
theme is pushed forward by the trilogy, and the melody moves forward. Here, the audience is 
presented with a leisurely, comfortable and natural pastoral picture. 

 

 
Figure 4 Music Score Example 4 

 

[145]The music uses another material, and the mood is quite different from the theme. The 
piano solo timbre is very full and thick. When we play, we need to relax our arms and pay 
attention to the jumping and small lines in the details. The pedal can be slightly modified 
according to the changes of harmony. Emotion is also more and more excited with the direction 
of the sentence. Staccato is played and the duration of its chords is guaranteed. 

[174]The band once again interspersed some themes and strengthened the effect with trills. 
The music style still maintained the heroic mood and highlighted the marcato melody, which 
made the theme image more prominent. 

[185]During the performance, the band played the first part of the opening part and 
interspersed with some theme motivation. The atmosphere is still set off in the form of trills. 

[197]The melody enters the second part of the opening. Piano uses a large number of reduced 
seven arpeggios as a transition, which seems to herald the coming of the storm and give people 
a sign of uneasiness. When we play, we should highlight the melody trend of bass. 

[203]Now we entering the third part of the unfolding part, the tonality turns to B minor, and 
the harmony advances in the form of mode progression, with prominent melody and full 
harmony. When we play, we should pay attention to the stress of quarter note and the timbre 
contrast between sixteenth note skipping. 

[211]The tonality is still in B minor. Players should pay attention to the rhythm of the left triad, 
the transparency of the fingertips in the double tone part of the right hand, and the breath of 
the wrist when playing. While paying attention to harmony, we still need to show clearly the 
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trend of high pitched melody. The melody is jumping and lively, and the author still emphasizes 
the rhythm type of the epidotic here. 

 

 
Figure 5 Music Score Example 5 

 

[236]This is the fifth part of the development section. Players play with legato molto fingers. As 
the accompaniment of the orchestra, the piano here is more like the harp in the band, adding 
rich color to the harmony. 

[254]Tonality starts from G minor, which belongs to the fifth chord, and the mood is maintained 
in PP. It is more suitable to play by sticking keys here, and the timbre is fuzzier. Music is full of 
mystery and serenity. 

 

 

 
Figure 6 Music Score Example 6 

 

[260]This is the movement reproduction section. The melody changes reproduce the first 
theme and returns the tonality to the main key. It still inherits the dolce emotion of the first 
theme. The wind music depicts a scene in which the horn rings in a grand scene. 

[284]We still maintain the effect of the previous theme here, molto dolce tranquillo, the color 
is soft and quiet, and the harmony is enriched by decomposing the chords with the band. 

[289]The performer still plays the theme part with expression and dolce, and the octave of the 
right hand part shows the scene of one ask and one answer by adding five degrees of up and 
down. 

[301]The brilliant harmony effect reappears the second presentation part, which follows the 
theme sentence playing method. The tonality shifts to B-flat. When the piano plays a decisive 
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chord, the player should not only relax his arm to make the harmony thick, but also pay 
attention to the small line breathing. 

[340]Here's the first part of the finale, starting with a steady, full tone. Here interspersed with 
the theme of the main part of the first presentation of melody. The emotion is in great 
excitement, like a triumphant soldier. Touch key can be used from top to bottom, the contact 
surface of fingers should be larger, and the harmony effect is more abundant. 

 

 
Figure 7 Music Score Example 7 

 

[352]In the second part of the ending, the melody enters in another form, which is quite 
different from the previous melody. Piano here as the accompaniment of the band, with a soft 
timbre and band fusion. During the performance, try to stick the fingers to the keys and transfer 
the strength by hand. The score also emphasizes that the performance should be gentler. 

[367]Finally, the piano moves forward with excited emotion and the interval of alternating 
hands, the piano and band usher in a brilliant end with firm and gorgeous phrases. 
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